DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 8: Climb heading 083° to 5934, then continue climb heading 083° or as assigned by ATC for RADAR vectors to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16L: Climb heading 173° to intercept course 186° to GOROC, then on track 262° to cross HURDL at or below 10000, then on track 272° to HAWPE, then on track 271° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16R: Climb heading 173° to intercept course 183° to GOROC, then on track 262° to cross HURDL at or below 10000, then on track 272° to HAWPE, then on track 271° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 17L: Climb heading 173° to intercept course 218° to GOROC, then on track 262° to cross YORVT at or above 8000, then on track 262° to cross HURDL at or below 10000, then on track 272° to HAWPE, then on track 271° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 17R: Climb heading 173° to intercept course 210° to GOROC, then on track 262° to cross YORVT at or above 8000, then on track 262° to cross HURDL at or below 10000, then on track 272° to HAWPE, then on track 271° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 25: Climb heading 263° to 5934, then direct to cross WRIPS at or below 10000, then on track 262° to MYALE, then on track 246° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 34L/R, 35L/R: Climb heading 353° to 5934, then climbing left turn direct to cross YOBUB at or below 10000, then on track 246° to MYALE, then on track 246° to TUNNN, then on track 247° to cross TAVRN at or above 12000, then on track 247° to cross VONNN at or above 14000, then on track 246° to cross TEEBO at or above 16000, then on track 247° to CONNR, thence . . . .

. . . . on depicted route to DBL VOR/DME. Maintain FL230 or filed lower altitude. Expect higher filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.